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\section*{ABSTRACT}

In recent years, coverage-guided greybox fuzzing has demonstrated its efficiency in detecting security vulnerabilities on traditional devices. Instrumentation information plays a significant role in sophisticated greybox fuzzer such as American Fuzzing Lop to directionally improve coverage and distill seeds. While open-source programs leverage wrapped assemblers to glean instrumentation information, closed-source programs can utilize the emulation-based instrumentation for coverage-guided fuzzing. The pervasiveness of the closed source puts a strong demand for emulation instrumentation. However, the required access to peripherals brings great difficulty in fuzzing on the emulator, especially for those various IoT devices. This paper presents AFL0T, the first generic on-device fuzzing framework for Linux-based IoT binary programs. By leveraging offset-free binary-level instrumentation, binary programs can avoid unnecessarily rewriting, inherit compatibility of peripherals, and be executed directly on IoT devices by AFL0T. We evaluate AFL0T on multiple benchmarks with real-world IoT programs. AFL0T identified 437 unique crashes in 13 binary programs, including 95 newly confirmed unique crashes. Those crashes demonstrate that AFL0T is efficient and effective in detecting potential software bugs in binary programs on Linux-based IoT devices.

\section*{1. Introduction}

Although it has been decades since the concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) was first presented, only in recent years have we witnessed an outbreak of its application in our daily lives. Various types of Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) IoT devices emerged rapidly, such as home routers, IP cameras, printers, smart TVs, lamps, fridges, and air conditioners. These devices extend Internet connectivity beyond traditional ones (e.g., computers and smartphones) to any object we may use. Thus IoT dramatically expands the capability of the Internet and provides convenience for everyone.

However, the widespread application of IoT devices also brings new challenges to security and privacy. The interconnection of these devices that are initially isolated expands the attacking surface significantly and makes IoT devices more vulnerable to cyber-attacks. For example, privilege escalation vulnerabilities have recently been found in the smart lock and can be used by attackers to break the authentication (loc, 0000). Even worse, Nie et al. (2017) have demonstrated that it is possible to hack into a car and take over the remote control of Engine Control Units (ECU) through a phishing Wi-Fi hotspot.

Many security assessment works have been devoted to finding software vulnerabilities and flaws in COTS devices to mitigate those security problems. Costin et al. (2014) leveraged static analysis techniques to acquire and analyze firmware automatically. They used specific patterns to search for existing security flaws. Although their approach is efficient and scalable, the static analyses they applied are too simple and do not involve any code analysis technique, which is insufficient to find software vulnerabilities and flaws. On the other side, Zaddach et al. (2014) took a dynamic fuzzing approach on embedded devices through serial GDB protocol (Alves, 0000). They monitored much of the firmware execution on a hybrid system combining an emulator with real hardware.

Besides, a generic dynamic fuzzing framework, American Fuzzy Lop (AFL) (Zalewski, 0000), also provides support for whitebox
and greybox fuzzing. Specifically, it constructs greybox fuzzing on top of Quick Emulator (QEMU) binary translation (Liaw, 0000) and records instrumentation information by the native support from QEMU. Well-known greybox fuzzers include AFL itself (Zalewski, 0000) and other AFL-based ones such as AFLFast (Böhme et al., 2017b), AFLGo (Böhme et al., 2017a), and FairFuzz (Lemieux and Sen, 2018), all of which share the advantages and disadvantages of the QEMU emulator. On one side, for those binary programs that can execute in the emulator, those fuzzers can apply their dynamic security assessment capability by leveraging the instrumentation information returned from emulated devices. However, on the other side, those greybox fuzzers will naturally inherit characteristics from QEMU and thus suffer its intrinsic incapability of emulating unsupported devices. Furthermore, there are other replaced[id=xcd]works works such as Firm-AFL (Zheng et al., 2019), PierScope (Song et al., 2019), and Pretender (Gustafson et al., 2019) trying to leverage special mechanisms, such as MMIO and DMA, to detect communications from the peripherals or communicate with the virtual host.

Fuzzing has already been studied for years (Bastani et al., 2017; Böhme et al., 2017b; Cadar et al., 2008; Cha et al., 2015; Ganesh et al., 2009; Godefroid et al., 2005; 2012; 2017; Haller et al., 2013; Rawat et al., 2017; Sen et al., 2005; Stephens et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; 2010; Zheng et al., 2019), (Dinesh et al., 2020; Song et al., 2019). However, we still rarely identify its application in IoT devices nowadays. To help bridge this gap, we take a different approach instead, which applies the fuzzing techniques directly onto IoT devices.

Compared with its application on x86 platforms, fuzzing on IoT devices is facing several significant challenges:

1) **Highly diverse and limited hardware and software.** Unlike most x86 platform devices, IoT devices have a greater diversity in hardware and software. Even for Linux-based IoT devices, the hardware interfaces and system configurations vary among devices significantly. However, it is entirely in demand to have a generic fuzzing solution for IoT devices, which has to manage such diversities. Besides, compared to the x86 platform, IoT devices are mostly resource-constrained in CPU, memory, and storage. Therefore, the security auditor must consider a trade-off between accuracy and efficiency in designing and implementing such analysis tools.

2) **The intrinsic gap between greybox fuzzing and hardware requirement.** The COTS manufacturers installed proprietary programs on their IoT devices before shipping. As a result, all existing solutions require the emulator to fuzz those closed-source programs. However, for IoT devices, many peripheral sensing devices are not supported by emulators. This kind of conflict leads to the dilemma of applying fuzzing techniques to closed-source software on IoT devices.

3) **Fuzzing daemon programs on IoT devices.** Software on network-enabled Linux-based IoT devices commonly waits for remote network operations from other devices. These network programs often appear as daemon programs on the device, which start just once with configured parameters. As a result, fuzzing daemon programs with standard input is infeasible since no more parameters will be further taken as input.

None of the existing works can address all these challenges. Our goal is to propose a novel approach to adapt the existing fuzzing tool to work with binary programs on IoT devices for efficient and comprehensive security analysis. In a recent survey (Pro, 0000), 71.8% of the respondents chose to use Linux, including Android and Android Things, demonstrating that Linux is still one of the most popular operating systems even for IoT devices. To this end, we design and implement AFLIoT, a coverage-guided greybox fuzzing framework for Linux-based IoT binary programs, which is generic, reliable, accurate, and capable of fuzzing most programs directly on devices. Because most Linux-based IoT devices use ARM instruction sets, we choose the ARMv7 devices to implement our framework.

For emulator-based approaches such as FIRMADYNE (Chen et al., 2016) and AFL (QEMU mode) (Zalewski, 0000), they require a certain amount of manual work to re-hose programs on the x86 machine. In contrast, our AFLIoT provides a generic and lightweight fuzzer, which instruments target binary programs statically and can be deployed directly on various Linux-based IoT devices. In this way, it becomes possible to fuzz program on IoT devices directly and, therefore, address the first challenge.

As for the second challenge, our solution consists of two phases for each target binary program in fuzzing: 1) the instrumentation phase; 2) the fuzzing phase. As shown in Fig. 1, AFLIoT first completes the instrumentation phase on an x86_64 server and then deploys the instrumented program with the fuzzer on the IoT device. Our two-phase design significantly eases the burden on IoT devices. Besides, AFLIoT leverages AFL (Zalewski, 0000), a well-known lightweight coverage-guided greybox fuzzer, and extends it by implementing binary-level instrumentation. Hence, it can support the native execution of target binary programs and reduce the performance overhead dramatically. Also, there are many existing fuzzers (e.g., QSYM (Yun et al., 2018), Driller (Stephens et al., 2016), VUzzler (Rawat et al., 2017), Firm-AFL (Zheng et al., 2019)) that claim better performance than AFL. However, they can hardly be applied for closed-source binaries due to the peripheral requirement and limited resources.

Moreover, our design also provides solutions for fuzzing on network daemon programs. AFLIoT can forward all inputs from a fuzz target to a specific network interface where the target daemon program listens. We achieve such forwarding through hook operations on Linux socket APIs. Hence, AFLIoT avoids expensive network operations, which makes it more efficient for fuzzing on network daemon programs.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to provide a generic and practical greybox fuzzing solution to binary programs on Linux-based IoT devices. We evaluated AFLIoT on benchmarks and real-world binary programs on commercial IoT devices. By fuzzing each program for 48 hours on real-world IoT devices, AFLIoT successfully detected 437 unique crashes among 13 binary programs on three devices, including 95 confirmed crashes from the manufacturer. The experiments demonstrate that AFLIoT achieves comparable performance on branches and unique crashes detection compared to AFL when fuzzing closed-source programs. AFLIoT is more efficient, effective, and capable of detecting bugs for binary programs on Linux-based IoT devices.

In summary, our work makes the following contributions:

- We present the first generic and practical fuzzing solution for binary programs on physical Linux-based IoT devices.
- We design and implement a reliable open-source fuzzing framework called AFLIoT by applying sophisticated binary-level instrumentation techniques.
- We integrate a network input redirection with our binary instrumentation techniques to enable generic greybox fuzzing for daemon programs on Linux-based IoT devices with limited computation resources.
- We evaluate AFLIoT on both benchmarks and real-world IoT devices. Our experimental results prove its reliability and efficiency in finding potential vulnerabilities in binary programs on Linux-based IoT devices.

\[\text{we provide our source code at } \text{https://www.github.com/SocietyMaster/AFLIoTgit}\]
The outline of this paper is arranged as follows. We explain the necessary background in Section 2. We illustrate the design of ArIoT and discuss the approach and algorithms in Section 3. We provide technical details of implementation in Section 4. We evaluate the reliability and correctness of ArIoT and compare it with AFL on fuzzing closed-source binary programs in Section 5. We discuss the limitations and possible improvements in Section 6. We present the related works of ArIoT in Section 7. Finally, we provide our conclusion in Section 8.

2. Background

2.1. American fuzzy lop

American Fuzzing Lop (AFL) (Zalewski, 0000) is a famous coverage-guided greybox fuzzer widely used to inspect software incorrectness in academia and industry. AFL instruments the target program, mutates the original input seed, and keeps tracking the target program’s execution. The entire greybox fuzzing procedure of AFL can be divided into the instrumentation phase and fuzzing phase.

The instrumentation phase aims to insert specific instructions into programs to track access to basic blocks when executing the target program. The fuzzing phase pursues higher coverage by leveraging the instrumentation information. A higher coverage leads to more possibilities of triggering new internal states, which increases the possibility of detecting new bugs.

In the instrumentation phase, AFL chooses different instrumentation method to obtain instrumentation information depending on the transparency of the source code. AFL instruments open-source programs while compiling source code into assembly code. AFL enables itself to insert predefined instrumentation into the assembly code by patching the assembler. The patched assembler can scan transition characteristics of assembly code and determine the position where to instrument. This type of compiling-time instrumentation for open-source code is called assembly-level instrumentation.

Unfortunately, such instrumentation during compiling time is not available for closed-source programs. AFL uses the techniques of QEMU binary translation and QEMU patching to achieve greybox fuzzing. Since the basic block transition (such as block jump in QEMU emulator) requires the on-the-fly action between emulated devices and host, AFL tracks them by hooking the block translation and saving transition information. Since the patched QEMU only records instrumentation information when the basic block is executing, this type of instrumentation is called emulator-level instrumentation.

In comparison, the assembly-level instrumentation has better performance than the emulator-level one, whereas the latter has better replaced [id=xcdu] support supports for devices based on the ARM instruction set architecture. The ARM instruction set is commonly applied to Linux-based IoT devices.

In the fuzzing phase, the fuzzer first loads the initialized original seed into the queue and then obtains the next input. This procedure is called seed scheduling. Later, the fuzzer performs an input pruning step to minimize the input on the premise of not interfering with program behavior. AFL mutates the seed during the fuzzing process with predefined strategies after the input pruning. AFL mutates the seed with predefined strategies after the input pruning during the fuzzing process. Then the mutated seed is fed into the fuzzed program to trigger program functions and obtain instrumentation information. If new basic block transitions are detected, AFL will append the mutated seed to the next round of fuzzing queue.

2.2. QEMU

QEMU (qem, 0000) is a processor emulator that supports various instruction set architectures, including ARM, MIPS, x86, and x86-64. It also supports dynamic binary translation that can translate the emulated device’s instructions into those on the host on-the-fly. QEMU can conduct such translation at the block level and cache each translated block for reuse. If a direct jump from a translated block is determined and the destination block is cached, QEMU will chain the translated block with its successor to avoid re-translation. Otherwise, QEMU requires a jump to the QEMU core to calculate the destination address or translate the successor block. Then the emulation resumes. This kind of block transition will result in performance costs.

Furthermore, QEMU has two operating modes: full system emulation and user mode emulation (qem, 0000). The full system emulation emulates the entire system, including the processor and its peripheral devices. The user mode emulation can launch the process of an emulated device on the host CPU. Generally, full system emulation has better compatibility for various devices than user mode emulation, while the user mode performs better than full system emulation.

These characteristics provide QEMU itself a position with a particular advantage in IoT program fuzzing, especially the greybox fuzzing. The dynamic binary translation lets the fuzzer obtain the instrumentation information when fuzzing closed-source binary programs. Note that the full system emulation provides a possible method through its expensive interface to emulate IoT devices with inevitable performance downgrade. Such performance downgrade mainly comes from QEMU fully emulating processors, hard disk input and output, or other interrupts. However, due to the enormous number of various devices and peripherals, it is impos-
sible to fuzz programs for IoT devices by the manual customization of emulators.

3. Design

This section illustrates our system design of AFLot and discusses the approaches, algorithms, and details in AFLot.

3.1. Overview of AFLot

As illustrated in Fig. 1, there are two typical phases in the workflow of AFLot: the Instrumentation Phase and the Fuzzing Phase.

In the instrumentation phase, AFLot includes four necessary components to instrument the target binary program:

1. **File Reconstruction** rearranges the file structure of the target program. After the instrumentation, new instructions are necessarily involved. AFLot preallocates the space to store instrumented stubs, functions, and other dependencies rather than overwriting the original data. See Section 3.3 for details.
2. **Basic Block Identification** determines the address to instrument the stubs. All entry addresses of basic blocks inside the target binary file are considered to be instrumented. See Section 3.4 for details.
3. **Instructions Wrapping** wraps the instructions on the addresses already placed with stubs to avoid disrupting offsets in the target program. See Section 3.5 for details.
4. **Dependencies Appending** appends functions such as initialization, recorded branch information, libraries for network input redirection, and other dependencies. See Section 3.6 for details.

We will first introduce the overall binary instrumentation algorithm in Section 3.2 and then discuss the complex components listed above.

In the fuzzing phase, Input Redirection of AFLot helps the fuzzer feed the program's input during fuzzing. The non-daemon program's input is fed through standard inputs as usual, whereas the input of the daemon program is fed into a predefined port by redirections. We will illustrate the Network Input Redirection for daemons in Section 3.7.

3.2. Binary instrumentation algorithm

Algorithm 1 explains the detailed procedures in the corresponding instrumentation phase. To differentiate from the word instruction, which also has an instr- prefix, we use the stub to represent instrumentation operation in Algorithm 1. The instr denotes a line of the instruction, which is the component of a basic block.

Algorithm 1 targets the Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) (Contributor, 0000) binary programs because ELF is the most common file structure in Linux-based systems. We describe the structure of a typical ELF file in Fig. 2a.

When instrumenting at the binary level, directly inserting instructions into basic blocks will lead to the offset error. To avoid that, at the beginning of the instrumentation phase, we need to reread the sections contained in the target program and reshape its structure.

Function `SHIFTANDAPPENDSECTIONS` uniformly shifts the subsequent sections of the Program Header Table (PHT) and appends patched code and data sections. As shown in Fig. 2, PHT defines the runtime information for the binary program.

Each of those sections in the target program holds a temporary virtual address and will be finally applied when AFLot calls Function `WRITECHANGESToFile`.

Function `LOCATEINSTRUCTIONTOSTUB` identifies all possible function entries and branch instructions. AFLot takes the destination in branch instructions, the subsequent instructions after branch, and the function entries into consideration to ensure the correctness of the program functionality after instrumentation. This kind of entry instruction of basic blocks is called boundary instruction of basic blocks. A stub replaces a boundary instruction through `REPLACEDESTADDR`.

Each stub can redirect execution to a basic block called stub block, which manages to record branch information and execute the replaced instruction. The term block denotes a code block that contains several lines of instructions. The block is the wrapped block that can always trace branch information. The block, which is the wrapped block to execute the wrapped boundary instruction, which is abbreviated as wrapped instruction. Both block and block are composed of the intact stub block block.

Function `ALLOCSTUBBLOCKADDR` is utilized to generate the pre-allocated address for each stub, determining the destination address in the replaced instruction after wrapping. Then, Function `APPENDINITANDDEPENDENCIES` appends necessary initialization and dependencies to the patched sections to make the program compatible with the AFL fuzzer. Finally, when no more changes are required, the entire modification is flushed into a file by Function `WRITECHANGESToFile`.

3.3. Sections arrangement

As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), ELF Header contains the necessary information on the file, such as the instruction set and architecture. Besides, ELF Header also stores the position and size for both the program and the Section Header Table (SHT). SHT specifies each section's position and size within the ELF file, which is useful during the linking process.

In an ELF file, sections only contain static information. So the instrumented data and instructions cannot be loaded into the memory during execution unless we declare those entries in PHT for each new section. ELF used the declared entries to specify the access permission for each segment of data and the memory address to load.

Unlike expanding SHT located at the end of the ELF file (shown in Fig. 2a), expanding PHT will inevitably erase the sections that come after it.

To cope with that situation, we separate the entire ELF modification procedure into two different procedures:

1. **SHIFTANDAPPENDSECTIONS** (Algorithm 1 Line). Each section assumes a soft offset calculated when AFLot writes changes to the target file. When shifting the sections after PHT, we only need to shift the soft offsets of each section. Similarly, when appending new sections for the patched code (section .pcode) and data (section .data), as illustrated in Fig. 2b, AFLot will also create two new soft offsets for those two new sections, respectively.
2. **WriteChangesToFile** (Algorithm 1 Line). When no further modification for sections is required, and the only remained task is to write changes to the file, **AFLot** will convert the soft offsets to the practical addresses before saving. Moreover, **AFLot** directly instruments the patched code and data in binary format into the target program.

### 3.4 Basic block identification

Coverage-guided greybox fuzzer improves the execution coverage by detecting each execution path of the ELF binary program. The fuzzer tracks basic blocks to obtain the execution path information. A basic block is a straight-line code sequence without branches (Hennessy and Patterson, 2011). To this end, **AFLot** necessitates accurate identification and division of the basic blocks.

As described in Algorithm 2, **AFLot** first statically analyzes the target binary program, recording entry instructions for each function. Then, **AFLot** searches for PC-independent transfer instructions (Algorithm 2 Line) and PC-related transfer instructions (Algorithm 2 Line). The **PC** is the abbreviation of Program Counter. In the case of ARM, the PC-independent transfer instructions refer to jump instructions that do not include PC in their operands. The PC-related transfer instructions include PC-write instructions or jump instructions with PC in the operands.

For the PC-independent transfer instruction, it is the exit of a basic block, i.e., its next instruction and the destination instruction will be the entry of the other basic blocks. For PC-related transfer instruction, since in most case its transfer destination can only be determined at runtime, **AFLot** only considers its next address to be entry point of other basic blocks.\(^4\)

### 3.5 Instructions wrapping

To instrument a closed-source ELF program, the naive idea is to insert a function call to the beginning of basic blocks. Unfortunately, because an ELF binary program has already been compiled, it remains no extra space to instrument the stub codes directly in the .text section. Moreover, moving part of instructions or data to make room for instrumentation will disrupt the target program’s execution due to potential wrong address offsets. As a result, such a straight-forward idea is not feasible in practice.

Note that most IoT devices are built upon RISC architectures (e.g., ARM, MIPS) with a fixed instruction length. Hence, we can leverage the so-called instruction wrapping methodology to instrument code stubs without considering the alignment issue, replacing the instruction where we need to instrument with a redirection jump to our codes, as long as we can ensure the following things:

1. **AFLot** can correctly record the current register states when it is about to execute the original boundary instruction.

\(^4\) In fact, for the destination of PC-related transfer instructions, **AFLot** will entrust it to IDA Pro (ida, 2020) to analyze. Nevertheless, **AFLot** can only find as many destination addresses as possible that can be computed by the off-the-shelf static analysis tool.
2. AFIiot can recover the register states from the original execution location when the wrapped block is executed.
3. AFIiot does not modify any other data related to the target program except for the general-purpose registers and the stack pointer.
4. The original stack data that is not used by the stub block should not be modified.

The save-and-restore instrumentation method does not affect the jump calculation of the ELF program, so it can also support the instrumentation of the Position-Independent Code (PIC).

Wrapping Workflow. We can identify the boundary instructions of basic blocks as instructions to wrap, shown as instr3 and instr5 in Fig. 2(b) and 2(c). As to instr3, we replace the boundary instruction with the stub instruction. The stub instruction jumps to the entry of the tracing block block_tracing, and the tracing block makes tracks for branch information. The code block block_wrapped_instr that executes the boundary instruction after replacement follows the block_tracing. At the end of block_wrapped_instr, we append a return to the next instruction of boundary instruction (i.e., instr4) to resume the execution. The instr5 applies the same wrapping workflow as what instr3 does. Such wrapping and instrumentation can be applied to other boundary instructions in basic block identification.

We instrument the stub instruction at the position of the boundary instruction, whereas we append the implementation of the instrumentation in another section (i.e., .pcode section). The offsets of the tracing block and wrapped block are not determined unless we finish appending the stub block. Finally, the destination of the stub instruction will be calculated when we combine the pre-arranged offset of .pcode and the offset of the stub block.

Type of Wrapping. In the instruction wrapping stage, the major challenge is that we should guarantee the equivalent execution of boundary instructions such as instr3 and instr5 in Fig. 2b.

According to (ARM, 0000), the typical ARM instruction includes the following necessary information:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{loc} \quad \text{op} \quad \text{cond} \quad r_{d}, \ r_{n} \ [\text{successor}] \\
\text{operation} \quad \text{operands}
\end{array}
\]

An instruction is composed of an operation and one or more operands. The operation consists of the operation code op and the condition code cond that can conditionally execute the operation based on flags in Application Program Status Register (APSR). The format of operands depends on the type of operation. The operands include the destination register rd and the source register rn in most cases. Sometimes it also includes an extra operand operand2. The location loc is the hidden information deduced from the offset of instruction, which is the essential information in the instruction wrapping.

Briefly, we need to do is to maintain the values in all registers or memory addresses that are used in the target program. That is, when redirecting to our stub block, we need to back up all registers before using them and recover their values before return. In any case, we should only write to those unused addresses and registers to avoid potential conflicts. However, such wrapping is quite complicated when considering the practical facts. For instance, ARM instructions support conditional execution, which controls whether to execute the current instruction. What’s more, some boundary instructions refer to or modify the PC’s value. Since PC indicates the current address of the instruction being executed, its value varies at different places during the program execution. Wrapping those PC-related instructions in another section may break the original program’s execution and lead to errors. Besides, the boundary instruction and the stub block may also involve stack manipulation. If not handled properly, it may incorrectly modify existing values in the stack. In more serious cases, it can lead to fatal errors.

To counteract those effects, we categorize all kinds of instructions into four types based on their operation code and the relationship between PC and operands, as illustrated in Fig. 3:

1. PC irrelevant instruction (type_p1): This type of instruction includes instructions where PC does not occur in operands.
2. PC read-only instruction without push operation (type_p3): This type of instruction reads the value of PC in r_n or operand2 but does not update the value of PC after execution. The operation of this type of instruction should not be the push operation.
3. PC read-only instruction with push operation (type_p5): This type of instruction only includes the push operation with reading the value of PC in r_n or operand2. The value of the PC should not be updated by this type of instruction.
4. PC write instruction (type_p6): This type includes instructions that the value of PC will be updated after the instruction is executed.

As illustrated in Fig. 3b-3e, each replaced stub instruction is presented on top of their replaced instruction in each subfigure. Each boundary instruction with the strikeout line is followed by a stub instruction redirected to the tracing block. In Fig. 3a, for each type of boundary instructions to wrap, AFIiot provides different wrap solutions.

In general, we replace the boundary instruction and jump to a new copy of the tracing block. As shown in Fig. 3b-3e, the tracing block is followed by a wrapped block. Apart from the type_p6 instruction, we leverage available memory addresses that are lower than the current stack pointer (SP) to temporarily back up the registers that we are using in the wrapped block. We also utilize a register that is not involved in boundary instructions, called the pivot, as a substitute for PC, which can constantly store the correct value of PC and avoid being influenced by PC changing. After we back up all registers, AFIiot will place a copy of boundary instruction (i.e., wrapped instruction) in the stub code and replace the PC with pivot inside the wrapped instruction. All registers except the PC will be restored before jumping back to the next destination of boundary instruction, and the PC will be automatically recovered after the jump back. Besides, we should keep the same value of SP as what it is before wrapping to fetch its value in the wrapped instruction.

For type_p6, we can execute boundary instruction inside the stub block and then jump back, as shown in Fig. 3b. For type_p6, we should separately push pivot and other registers due to pivot replacing, as shown in Figure 3d. For type_p6, the PC should be the last register to be restored, as shown in Fig., considering that the change of PC will lead to a direct jump.

In the ARM instruction set, most instructions have their variant versions for conditions. For a boundary instruction cond, we insert one line of code between tracing and wrapped block, allowing it to jump to its origin conditionally, as shown below:

\[
b[\text{cond}] \quad \text{loc}_{\text{boundary instr}} + 4 \quad \text{destination} \quad \text{location}
\]

As illustrated at loc_{4030} in Fig. 3c, if the condition of instruction fails, the instrumented target program will record the branch information and directly jump out of the stub block.

Our instrumentation can be applied to various target binary ELF files on many different Linux-based IoT devices. Moreover, our instruction wrapping methodology also has the following advantages:

- When we replace the boundary instruction to redirect to stub block, we will not disrupt other branch instructions since their offsets will not change.
• By avoiding instruction moving or insertion separately, we can shift all sections together with a unified offset to make room for updating PHT.
• Our strategy of appended sections is also compatible with other dependent functions, such as the AFL fork server’s initialization.
• Since we focus the wrapping on the binary level, we can handle the stripped binaries.
• The save-and-restore strategy for wrapped instructions makes AvfLorot capable of PIC instrumentation.

3.6. Appending dependencies

In addition to instrument tracing and wrap blocks, AvfLorot requires to append dependencies for other essential functions. Moreover, AvfLorot should also update PHT and other critical sections to ensure that those appended dependencies will be loaded appropriately.

3.6.1. Initialize fuzzer

For coverage-guided fuzzing, the initialization of the target program will launch a proxy called fork server to enable communication between fuzzer and target program through mapping shared memory address. The fork server is also responsible for continuously forging the target program to improve the coverage.

Generally, the initialization should be instrumented before the start of the target program, but sometimes locating the entry point for instrumentation is quite complicated. For robustness, we leverage the .init_array section in an ELF file to execute initialization instructions in the target program. The .init_array is where each element specifies a function to be executed at the beginning of the execution. However, moving the .init_array somewhere else or appending entries to its end is not that simple. Its length is the hardcoded in caller function. Thus changing such length will require reassembling.

AvfLorot uses a different approach to initialize the fuzzer. We replace one entry already in added[id=xedtu] the .init array with a stub redirecting to a function that performs the same as the caller does, except that it will pick initialization entries from another array. Both the new entries added to initialize the fork server and the old entries replaced are included in that array. This solution is adaptive to the ELF executables and shared libraries. Such initialization may not be limited only to the fork server. It can be extended to other applications, such as network input redirection for the daemon.

3.6.2. Update program header table

PHT will be updated at last because AvfLorot should know how much those subsequent sections should be shifted. Since we already wrapped boundary instructions at this moment, AvfLorot should first update all the address holders used in instruction wrapping before and then the PHT, ensuring all essential dependencies can be loaded during fuzzing.

3.7. Network input redirection

In traditional x86 devices, most closed-source binary programs that need to be fuzzed will receive either a local file or a standard I/O stream. However, since IoT devices pervasively require connectivity to other COTS devices, it is not feasible to fuzz network-required daemon binary programs by feeding inputs through such two manners. Binary daemons listen on specific ports and interact with clients from other devices. To fuzz on IoT devices directly, AvfLorot needs to appropriately treat those network-required binary programs appropriately.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, AvfLorot leverages redirection from standard input to network socket to forward inputs generated by fuzzer. The network input redirection comprises fuzzer, instrumented daemon program, and input redirection. The fuzzer is the
normal AFL fuzzer without any modification. The critical component is the input redirection on the left side of Fig. 4. It hijacks standard input from the fuzzer. When the fuzzer generates mutated input, the input redirection will continuously forward the input to a predefined port, which means the target program fuzzed can reach deeper branches without hanging up. In Fig. 4, AFLor hooks three types of network-related API.

- **Basic socket APIs**, including `socket`, `bind`, `listen`, and `accept`, create `pthread` to receive incoming contents from the network.
- **I/O multiplexing APIs**, including `select`, `poll`, and `epoll`. When daemon programs call those APIs, AFLor will forward the standard input into a predefined network port.
- **Finalizer API**, i.e., `close`, terminates the `pthread` that forwards the content to a network port.

Figure 4 also shows the entire lifecycle of network input redirection and fuzzed program, which starts with the network event simultaneously and ends when the network event is closed. Since AFLor redirects standard inputs, it intrinsically inherits the capability of mutation from those coverage-guided fuzzers.

### 4. Implementation

In this section, we describe the technical details of implementing AFLor.

#### 4.1. Device setup

The programs are closed-source on most Linux-based IoT devices, and the devices are not accessible by default for security reasons. We ensured the following to enable the on-device grey-box fuzzing through AFLor.

**Access devices externally.** Most Linux-based IoT devices operate with the firmware that contains secure shell and telnet, or the firmware is somehow compatible with them. For example, Raspberry Pi4 and Xiaomi Router provide remote access interfaces officially. Hence, we can enable our privilege of secure shell and leverage it to access the target program.

Some IoT devices support remote access but do not provide explicit interfaces to enable it. Manufacturers may embed remote access in devices for debugging, which should not be accessed by regular users and can only be activated by secret backdoors. Therefore, it is in demand to explore such backdoors to access the shell.

For instance, by sending a specially crafted packet, the telnet service of Netgear Routers will be enabled.

Some firmware shipped with devices provides neither remote access service nor the interface to enable such service. However, the capability of flashing is still enabled. Thus, we can flash them with specifically modified versions of firmware with remote access features for those kinds of devices.

Otherwise, we have to use other physical methods to establish a connection. For instance, in an ASUS router, we leveraged its UART serial port to access the console and enable secure shell service.

Once the remote access interface is enabled, the console and file system accesses are also available. We can transfer the fuzzer, the instrumented target programs, and other necessary dependencies to devices and start the fuzzing process.

**Privilege to write data.** We have to store our fuzzer and instrumented program on the device. However, sometimes the storage on devices may not be writable. In this situation, both external storage and internal memory are good options for storage. Specifically, we used external storage on the Raspberry Pi4 and those routers to perform our fuzzing.

#### 4.2. Toolchain

In the instrumentation phase, we leverage the FlowChart function of IDA Pro (ida, 2020) to identify the functions and basic block information of target programs, as aforementioned in Section 3.4.

Then we leverage Capstone (Quynh, 0000) to disassemble entry instructions of each basic block. Finally, when writing back changes into the file, we utilize Keystone (key, 0000) to assemble modified instructions and data into the original binary file.

#### 4.3. Fuzzer integration

Classical AFL retrieves the execution information of a target program by shared memory. Specifically, AFL sets up a shared memory before forking the target program and then maps it into his own memory space. As the program executes, those instrumented codes will be responsible for recording basic block transition. AFL then analyzes the transition information in the shared memory to assess the value of this test case.

The target binary should map the shared memory before executing the other parts. So we implemented a shared object for shared memory mapping. During instrumentation, the shared object dependency is injected into the dynamic section of the target program.
binary and will be called at the very beginning by an initialization function that we inserted.

We adopt AFL’s approach to identify the basic block and trace basic block transitions in terms of tracing. Each basic block is assigned with a random magic number as block ID, hardcoded in its instrumentation. Moreover, the basic block transition ID is calculated as the same as the native AFL. Each instrumentation resides at the entry of a basic block, taking the responsibility of storing the basic block transition information into the shared memory.

4.4. Shared library

Both executable programs and shared object libraries follow the ELF format in the Linux-based system. Furthermore, thanks to IDA (ida, 2020), Capstone (Quynh, 2000), and Keystone (key, 2000), ArxLot’s binary-level instrumentation algorithm can also function on the shared libraries.

For instance, the shared library libthrift is leveraged by plug-incenter in Section 5.2. We can extract the shared library libthrift from the firmware, then instrument it and reload the instrumented shared library through the LD_PRELOAD (lds, 0000) mechanism.

4.5. Input redirection

We implement a simple input redirection mechanism between a fuzzier and a target network daemon program.

We rewrite a shared library that includes all of the standard Linux socket APIs (See Section 3.7). Through LD_PRELOAD, we successfully hook all these socket APIs to execute the network daemon programs and perform the parameter checks. That determines whether to intercept or forward network traffic. As shown in Fig. 4, our implementation does not require integrating our hooked library into the target program with other dependencies such as initialization and branch tracing. No further modifications are required to the target program. In this way, expensive network operations at the OS level are successfully avoided, and input redirection efficiency is improved significantly. We also want to claim that preeny (pre, 0000) is a more powerful framework, and it can also realize the network input hooking functionality. It can also hook the modified APIs through the LD_PRELOAD. However, ArxLot’s implementation is sufficient to cover all the Daemon lifecycle APIs as preeny does. So we still use our version of the implementation.

5. Evaluation

We performed plenty of greybox fuzzing experiments to validate ArxLot on benchmarks and real-world IoT devices. Our primary focus is to prove the reliability and correctness of our proposal. Therefore, in this section, we mainly compare ArxLot with AFL, which is the basis for many other fuzzers, such as (Böhme et al., 2017a; 2017b; Lemieux and Sen, 2018). Further enhancement from fuzzers to AFL might also be adopted to ArxLot, which will be discussed in Section 6.

5.1. Instrumentation validation

To validate the correctness of the ArxLot instrumentation strategy, we recorded the sequential basic block addresses of several programs fuzzed by ArxLot and AFL QEMU mode, respectively. Then, as listed in Table 1, we compared the address records between ArxLot and AFL QEMU mode. Furthermore, we manually reviewed and confirmed the difference according to the control flow of those target programs.

We visualize the difference gathered from the gzip program to illustrate the correctness of ArxLot. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the entire Bar 0 represents the joint basic block address records from both ArxLot and AFL. Each vertical line with different colors represents an address record of a basic block. The lines in white mean that the basic block address records from both ArxLot and AFL are the same and well-aligned. The green and red lines represent the basic block addresses recorded by either ArxLot or AFL (in QEMU mode). If a green and a red line are adjacent, they will be colored yellow.

If many red and yellow lines appear somewhere, critical instrumentation errors have occurred in that places. Due to the limited resolution in Fig. 5, those continuous regions marked as 1,2,3 in the Bar 0 are discrete basic block address records, enlarged as shown in Bar 1 to 3 correspondingly.

Table 1 summarizes the records differences between the two fuzzers. There are 12,541 basic block address records, including 11,654 white records, 877 green records, nine red records, and one yellow record. As to all the green records, the failure can be attributed to the disadvantage of the dynamic instrumentation, which relies on the execution of branch instructions to identify basic blocks.

In Fig. 6, we take one piece of instruction from gzip as the sample to illustrate what happened in the green lines’ position. The instructions in Line 2 to 5 (from 0x4cd4c to 0x4cd4e) should be considered one basic block because they start with a label and end with a branch instruction. However, the dynamic instrumentation in the QEMU emulator cannot determine whether the instruction in Line 2 is an entrance of a basic block when it executes to 0x4cd40. Only when the QEMU emulator hits the branch instruction at Line 7 or Line 9 can it realize that the address 0x4cd40 at Line 2 is the entry of the basic block. This characteristic causes the AFL QEMU mode to record basic block addresses incompletely.
which will further lead to many differences in the branch information. In contrast, the binary instrumentation of Arl1or will not miss those records.

The red records originate from the variance between the basic block and QEMU Translation Block. The QEMU mechanism restricts the QEMU Translation Block transition. The restrictions include: (1) the number of translated opcodes in the translation buffer and the number of instructions in a QEMU Translation Block should not exceed a certain limit; (2) all instructions in a QEMU Translation Block should stay in a single memory page. However, the basic block may not follow those restrictions. If a block is too large to be translated by QEMU at once, QEMU will stop translating the block and split it into smaller ones. The extra split blocks are not the actual basic blocks, and they will result in the red records since the first address is not an entry. In comparison, our instrumentation implementation can track the control flow more accurately.

We note that all the yellow records listed in Table 1 are the combinations of the red and the green ones. It also explains why there are much fewer yellow records than other types.

In summary, instrumentation of the Arl1or outperforms AFL QEMU mode in terms of the accuracy and correctness of the closed-source binary program instrumentation, which can be considered a reliable instrumentation methodology for fuzzing.

5.2. Evaluation on real-world IoT devices

To illustrate the correctness of Arl1or, we performed greybox fuzzing on real-world devices, including Raspberry Pi4 and routers such as Xiaomi R1D and ASUS ACHR17. The Raspbian Buster on Raspberry Pi4 is with 4.19.57-v7+ Linux kernel. Xiaomi R1D has deployed the official MiWiFi firmware (v2.25.213) with a 2.636 Linux kernel. ASUS ACHR17 has deployed the official firmware (v3.0.0.4.382_11812) with a 3.1477 Linux kernel. All devices and firmware support the ARMv7l instruction set.

In comparison, we also performed greybox fuzzing through AFL QEMU user mode on a server with 256GB memory and 48 cores (Intel Xeon ES-2650 v4 2.20GHz CPU). On that server, we emulate Linux-based firmware with ARMv7l instruction set in QEMU user mode.

We need to run Arl1or on a dataset as the ground truth to validate if it can correctly fuzz a program and find more bugs. Therefore, we choose AFL as the counterpart and the two most important metrics for comparison. One is the number of Basic Block Transitions covered (also called branch coverage for on-device fuzzing), which indicates the proportion of branches executed in the fuzzing process. The other is the number of unique crashes, which indicates the possible bugs to be identified.

Table 2 lists the test suites, including the LAVA-M dataset and several non-daemon and daemon binary programs. LAVA-M (Dolan-Gavitt et al., 2016) is a widely-used fuzzer benchmark that automatically injects a large number of bugs into four GNU core utilities programs. However, since the programs in LAVA-M are too simple, we have added several programs for further evaluation. Those non-daemon and daemon programs are deployed in the real-world CORS IoT devices.

Besides, we performed ten rounds of fuzzing on each LAVA-M program, non-daemon program, and daemon program, respectively. All of the programs were fuzzed for 48 hours in each round. The average number of basic block transitions (branch) coverage and unique crashes are shown in Table 2.

We should note that the plugincenter and himan are closed-sourced and extracted directly from Xiaomi R1D. All the open-sourced binary programs are used to compare the validity and the correctness between Arl1or and AFL. We also fuzzed the daemon program to evaluate the robustness of fuzzing various closed-source programs on the network-enabled and the peripheral-dependent devices in the real world. We use the same seeds for both Arl1or and AFL to ensure they have the same input when we start fuzzing.

LAVA-M Programs. We selected four classical test cases in LAVA-M for our experiment. They are base64, md5sum, uniq, and who. Each case is executed with two instances: either with Arl1or or with AFL for comparison. Each instance repeats 10 times to get the average.

In the experiment, we first compiled the programs from the source codes and then considered the outputs as closed-source binary programs. Arl1or performed binary-level instrumentation to the compiled binary program. In comparison, AFL performed an emulator level instrumentation during the fuzzing process.

The results in Table 2 indicate that among programs of LAVA-M, Arl1or has covered more branches than AFL within 48 hours of fuzzing. For example, as for base64, our Arl1or covers 733 branches, while AFL only covers 666, indicating an improvement of 10.06% percentage. More attention should be paid to unique crashes. For two cases (md5sum and who), AFL can find any crash. However, our Arl1or can find one and five crashes, respectively. This fact shows that Arl1or can reach some code regions that AFL never touches. For uniq, the number of unique crashes is 11 times more than that in AFL.

Daemon Programs. In Table 2, we select daemon program plugincenter, himan, and dropbear for both Xiaomi X1D and ASUS ACHR17. Specifically, plugincenter and himan require peripheral devices, but dropbear does not. Since we cannot deploy plugincenter and himan into QEMU emulated host, we do not have the result of those two programs for AFL.
Table 2 shows that ArlIoT successfully finds unique crashes on real-world IoT devices. For the case of plugincenter on Xiaomi R1D, 95 crashes are found. Because we can not access the source code of plugincenter, those crashes were reported to Xiaomi Security Center as potential denial of service attacks, and they confirmed those vulnerabilities.

The plugincenter requires initialization to confirm that it communicates properly with the manufacturer and its components, such as the WiFi and Bluetooth modules. In our experiments, we have tried to fuzz plugincenter using AFL, but due to the above limitations for those closed-source binaries, we could not fuzz it directly using only the native AFL framework.

Regarding branch coverage for dropbear, the branch number is increased to 1788 for ArlIoT compared to 275 for AFL, which is about a 5.5 times increase. It indicates ArlIoT can access more branches by network input redirection used.

In summary, considering the LAVA-M dataset, non-daemon binary programs, and daemon binary programs, the fuzzing results indicate that ArlIoT is comparable to AFL on branch coverage and crashes detection. We can also conclude that ArlIoT provides a generic, reliable, accurate greybox fuzzing solution on IoT devices.

Note that, in this paper, we do not compare ArlIoT with other fuzzers such as (Böhme et al., 2017a; 2017b; Lemieux and Sen, 2018). The reason behind this can be explained as follows. First, ArlIoT does not involve any modification to the fuzzing strategy of the original fuzzer of AFL. Both ArlIoT and AFL have the same fuzzing strategy. Second, the fuzzers leveraged by (Böhme et al., 2017a; 2017b; Lemieux and Sen, 2018) have some improvements on the fuzzing strategy. The fuzzing strategy improvement is not the focus of our paper.

6. Limitations and improvements

Although ArlIoT has been proved a generic fuzzing tool for Linux-based IoT devices with good efficiency and accuracy, we still acknowledge the following limitations:

**Variant Fuzzing Efficiency on IoT devices.** Because the execution speed of the fuzzer depends on CPU frequency, fuzzing on low-performance devices could be effectively slow. Moreover, some crashes or ill-formed codes can lead to the device's instability, which makes the on-device fuzzing progress interrupted. As to that matter, this is a disadvantage of on-device fuzzing for many IoT devices. The solution to that situation includes: (1) Leveraging the persistent mode to accelerate fuzzing. The persistent mode is a singleton mode to avoid fuzzed program re-initialization by the fork server. It significantly reduces CPU and memory consumption in the forking procedure. However, we find it may occasionally lead to instability in path reproduction. (2) Leveraging distributed fuzzing. By the distributed master-slave mode of fuzzer, we can fuzz the same binary program on multiple devices simultaneously. It can accelerate the fuzzing progress at the cost of more computational resources. (3) Attempting the re-hosting approach. The device instability caused by the fuzzed program is a critical problem for on-device fuzzing. For x86 platforms, we can manually hook or rewrite the relevant function to continue the fuzzing progress. Thus, re-hosting can be a more generic diagnosis manner for this situation.

**Lack of Strategy Improvement in Fuzzing Phase.** Our focus is to provide a generic solution for greybox fuzzing on Linux-based IoT devices. Thus, we construct our greybox fuzzing based on the AFL. The current version of ArlIoT does not involve any other strategy improvement in the fuzzing phase. If we integrate more fuzzing strategies into our solution, there should be a certain enhancement. Fortunately, the state-of-the-art improvements in greybox fuzzing enhance the efficiency of the seed scheduling and mutation. Most of those improvements, such as (Böhme et al., 2017a; 2017b; Gan et al., 2018; Lemieux and Sen, 2018), are based on AFL fuzzer. What they have improved is not conflict with the binary level instrumentation and the network input redirection of ArlIoT, which means ArlIoT can adopt those improvements further.

**Incompleteness for Static Binary Instrumentation.** ArlIoT encounters challenges such as anti-disassembly sequences, dynamically generated code, indirect branches, and shared libraries when instrumenting at the binary level (D’Elia et al., 2019). For indirect branches, as we discussed in Section 3.4, ArlIoT attempts to cover as many accurate indirect branch entries as possible based on the instruction type. However, the identification is still limited by the state-of-the-art disassembly techniques and static analysis. So does the identification of the basic blocks. For shared libraries, as we discussed in Section 3.5, ArlIoT supports the instrumentation of PIC sequence. However, the number of tested cases of shared libraries is still limited. Finally, for anti-disassembly sequences and dynamically generated code, ArlIoT leverages state-of-the-art techniques to analyze and disassemble the ELF files; ArlIoT will meet the same challenges as other works from those two factors.

**Memory Limitation for On-Device Address Sanitizer.** Technically, ArlIoT’s toolchain implementation can be compatible with RetroWrite’s (Dinesh et al., 2020) methodology to integrate address sanitizer. However, in practice, the memory capacity of the IoT device cannot afford the memory requirement by both the address sanitizer and AFL fuzzing framework. The QASan (Fioraldi et al., 2020) presents heap memory sanitization for binary fuzzing based on QEMU. It relies on in-emulator shadow memory to reduce the memory pressure. The QASan does not solve the memory limitation issue for on-device fuzzing, but it provides an alternative approach to sanitize binary programs if the emulator can rehost the firmware.

7. Related works

To improve seed selection for mutation-based fuzzers, Böhme et al. present the AFLFast (Böhme et al., 2017b). It uses Markov Chain to identify low-frequency paths and focuses most of its efforts on those paths because it is more likely to trigger bugs when fuzzing on these paths. Besides, Böhme et al. also introduce the directed greybox fuzzing, AFLGo (Böhme et al., 2017a), with a simulated annealing-based power schedule that assigns more energy to those seeds closer to the target location. Similar to AFLGo, Hawkeye (Chen et al., 2018a) also emphasizes the challenge of directed fuzzing, prioritizing seeds, and mutating based on the static analysis and execution trace to achieve better assistance. VUzzer (Rawat et al., 2017) leverages the control-flow graph to select input. FairFuzz (Lemieux and Sen, 2018) biases the mutation to generate inputs that can hit those branches rarely visited. Those works aim to improve seed mutation and scheduling based on AFL. However, they do not provide a solution for closed-source or peripheral devices required programs on IoT devices, which are commonly hard to migrate or be executed on QEMU.

Several works have made efforts to perform the automated security assessment on IoT devices to mitigate the risk of various attacks against IoT devices. Costin et al. (2014) present the first large-scale analysis of firmware images with static analysis techniques. They build a system to collect much firmware from various device vendors and unpack all firmware images into millions of files. They reveal a lot of vulnerabilities, some of which are even shared by many different devices. However, their analysis still suffers from a limitation of accuracy due to their static analysis approach. Zaddach et al. (2014) propose a hybrid approach by leveraging both emulator and physical devices to perform dynamic analysis. In their approach, firmware instructions are executed inside the emulator, but all I/O operations are channeled to physical devices.
This approach enables the full emulation of the target device. However, its execution switching between emulator and physical device is quite expensive and thus lacks scalability. Besides, their implementation is specific to certain devices, so it is not easy to adopt their method to many different devices. Chen et al. (2016) present a dynamic security analysis framework for Linux-based IoT devices. First, it collects firmware from various vendors. Then, it unpacks and configures the firmware to run in an emulator automatically. Finally, it performs large-scale blackbox testing with web exploitation on the emulator. However, it is impossible to perform a comprehensive security analysis with web exploitation. Moreover, it is a non-trivial task to resolve software dependence and hardware configuration issues to prevent the kernel panic during the emulation. Their approach does not address these issues quite well, making it not applicable to the firmware. Moreover, Chen et al. (2018b) also provide IoTFuzzer, a blackbox fuzzer on the real device. It manages to perform fuzzing aimed at IoT devices by analyzing its companion mobile app to figure out the protocol. Then generate the test cases and feed them through the network. As a result of that, the throughput is slow.

Zheng et al. (2019) provide a more efficient solution, Firmware AFL, for fuzzing IoT programs by combining system-mode emulation and user-mode emulation. They used multiple server programs as IoT programs for evaluation. However, regarding the programs on IoT devices that require peripheral devices data, they still cannot provide a general solution. Gustafson et al. (2019) present Pretender, a system to automatically build hardware models. Pretender leverages MMIO to gather communication, interruptions, and peripheral states. It also uses a machine learning model to simulate interactions. It provides a proven method for modeling peripheral devices in re-hosting, but it can only simulate the model based on existing data and cannot fully interact and evaluate the security of a real peripheral device.

Song et al. (2019) present Periscope, a Linux kernel-based probing and fuzzing framework to analyze interactions between device and drivers. It uses MMIO and DMA mechanisms to monitor traffic between device drivers and corresponding hardware devices. Based on the Periscope system, they found several vulnerabilities on Wi-Fi drivers. They do not improve on the instrumentation algorithm itself, but their approach of using MMIO and DMA to obtain the necessary information and implement fuzzing is enlightening. Dinesh et al. (2020) present RetroWrite, leveraging static instrumentation to fuzz and sanitize the COTS binaries. They used the symbolization to solve the instrumentation problem for x86_64 binaries and enable fuzzing and sanitization for those closed-source binaries. However, the RetroWrite requires symbols and cannot handle the stripped binaries, which always exist in IoT devices. Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art method to symbolize stripped binaries is mostly heuristic, and plenty of fragmented unsymbolized basic blocks still exist in our experiments. Therefore, symbolization is not an appropriate solution for fuzzing IoT devices. Nagy et al. (2021) discuss the quality of binary instrumentation and present ZAFL. It leverages binary rewriting to binary-only fuzzing with compiler-level instrumentation’s capability and performance. It requires intermediate representation (IR) for rewriting and further optimization. The ZAFL reaches remarkable fuzzing results and performance on x86-64 C/C++ binaries. However, due to the prevalent hard-coded offset and capious runtime environment of COTS binary programs, the IR and ZAFL’s optimization cause too much perturbation to binary programs and are not suitable for on-device fuzzing.

Overall, none of the existing work provides comprehensive security analysis capability with fuzzing techniques directly on IoT devices. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to provide a practical on-device fuzzing solution to find more bugs that have not been covered or exploited previously.

8. Conclusion

In this article, we present ArFlot, a coverage-guided greybox fuzzing framework for Linux-based IoT devices. To our best knowledge, ArFlot provides the first practical fuzzing solution for binary programs on the Linux-based IoT device. With binary-level instrumentation, ArFlot supports native execution of the target program and, therefore, intrinsically supports fuzzing IoT binary programs that require access to peripherals. We evaluate ArFlot on both benchmarks and real-world IoT devices. Overall, ArFlot can identify 437 unique crashes in 13 binary programs on three kinds of devices, and the manufacturer confirmed all the 95 crashes from plugcenter. Our evaluation shows that ArFlot is efficient and effective in finding vulnerabilities and bugs in closed-source binary programs on Linux-based IoT devices.
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